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						Stand-alone hob, combi induction
					

					5II 84251

					5II84251

					
					
					
							
										
											
												80cm width
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												Smart slider
											

											
												An intuitive and very simple operating concept for all appliances: the Smart Slider makes every setting perfect.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Multi Control
											

											
												


The extractor fan hood and hob are intelligently linked. The extractor fan hood can be controlled separately using the hob control panel and 
 automatically adjusts the fan power to the heat generated. The intelligent light system can be used to individually regulate the colour temperature and intensity.







											

										

									
	
										
											
												Combi induction
											

											
												






Two induction cooking zones can be switched together to create one single cooking zone, thereby allowing the use of very large pots and pans. Of course, the two large cooking zones can also be used separately.















											

										

									
	
										
											
												Touch Control
											

											
												






Precise, innovative and very user-friendly: gently touching the Touch Control buttons is enough to select the desired setting.















											

										

									
	
										
											
												Boost function
											

											
												No long heat-up times: the right cooking temperature is reached in seconds with the boost function.
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						Output, consumption    

	Voltage: 220 – 240 V
	Total connected load: 7.4 kW


4 induction cooking zones with booster:  

	2 cooking zones, combi induction Ø 20.0 × 21.0 cm, 2.1 kW (3.0 kW)  
	2 cooking zones, combi induction Ø 20.0 × 21.0 cm, 2.1 kW (3.0 kW) 


						
					

					
					
						
							Design, comfort

	Frameless  
	Multi Control  
	Smart Slider  
	Touch Control  
	2 × combi induction  
	Flexible linking – Any two cooking zones can be combined into one cooking zone  
	Boost function for all induction cooking zones  
	Grill function  
	Electronic control in 10 power levels  
	Digital display of cooking levels
	Residual heat display for each cooking zone  
	Pot detection  
	Child protection  
	Timer – simultaneously adjustable for each cooking zone  
	Countdown function  
	Quick start function  
	Recall function – Repeat the last settings  
	Automatic safety switch-off  
	Overflow detection  
	Power management  
	Flush-mounted installation possible  
	Quick assembly system   


						

					
					
						
							Dimensions H × W × D

	Appliance dimensions: 5.2 × 78.0 × 52.0 cm
	Installation dimensions: 5.2 × 75.0 × 49.0 cm
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							4251003104752
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									Installation instructions

										[image: ] Instructions-for-installation-and-use-5II84251.pdf 3 MB


									
									
									Instruction manual

										[image: ] Instructions-for-installation-and-use-5II84251.pdf 3 MB


									
									
									Technical data sheet

										[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5II84251-de.pdf 210 KB
	[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5II84251-en.pdf 205 KB


									
									
									
									Technical drawing

										[image: ] Technical-drawing-5II84251_5IE84252_EN.tif 77 KB
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